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Abstract. We consider the problem of planning point-to-point motion for general robotic
systems subject to non-integrable differential constraints. The constraints may be of first order
(on velocities) or of second order (on accelerations). Various nonlinear control techniques,
including nilpotent approximations, iterative steering, and dynamic feedback linearization,
are illustrated with the aid of four case studies: the plate-ball manipulation system, the general
two-trailer mobile robot, a two-link robot with flexible forearm, and a planar robot with two
passive joints. The first two case studies are non-flat nonholonomic kinematic systems, while
the last two are flat underactuated dynamic systems.

1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider the problem of planning admissible transfer motions
for robotic systems that are subject to nonintegrable differential constraints. Such
constraints on the motion of a robot may arise from the system mechanical structure
(perfect rolling of wheels, conservation of angular momentum) as well as from a
reduced control capability (passive degrees of freedom).

The differential constraints can be classified as first-order (i.e., involving veloc-
ities) or second-order (involving accelerations). Whenever these constraints are not
integrable (or, nonholonomic), the robot may reach a generic point of its state space
through suitable maneuvers that are compatible with the constraints. The planning
problem consists in generating algorithmically these maneuvers, possibly with a
given transfer time. In particular, for first-order kinematic systems we should find
a sequence of velocity input commands driving from a given initial configuration
to a desired configuration. For second-order dynamic systems, the problem is to
find a sequence of force/torque input commands that allow a desired state to be
reached from a given initial state, both typically equilibria. As will become clear
later in the chapter, the dynamic problem can be often solved by finding a sequence
of acceleration inputs on a feedback equivalent second-order (purely kinematic)
system.

In order to solve these planning problems, various model transformation tech-
niques can be used, mostly arising from the field of nonlinear control theory. In
particular, the possibility of transforming the robot model by means of nonlinear
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feedback laws and change of coordinates into a nilpotent system [25], a chained-
form system [32], or even a linear controllable system [23] has lead to the definition
of powerful planning algorithms.

In particular, we may be able to transform the original nonlinear system into a
set of decoupled chains of input-output integrators by means of a dynamic feedback
linearizing law [23]. This is possible whenever the state and the input of the system
can be expressed algebraically in terms of some output (vector) function and of its
derivatives up to a finite order, a strong property called flatness [19]. If a flat output
is known for a robot subject to differential constraints, the planning problem can be
considered as essentially solved (except for possible singularity issues). This is the
case of a large class of wheeled mobile robots (which are subject to nonholonomic
first-order kinematic constraints), see e.g. [18,35,47,36], and of robot manipulators
including joint elasticity (which are subject to nonholonomic second-order dynamic
constraints), see [14].

Therefore, one can basically use the presence or not of the flatness property in
order to assess the difficulty of the planning problem in the presence of differential
constraints. Necessary and sufficient conditions of flatness are available for nonlinear
driftless systems with two inputs [42]. For example, all nonholonomic first-order
kinematic systems with two inputs that can be transformed in chained form are
flat (and vice versa). However, even when a system is known to be flat but the
flat output is not provided, the search for such an output may be not trivial (as
in the case of a car towing only one off-hooked trailer [43] or of the bi-steerable
vehicle [44]). In addition, assuming that a flat output has been found, it should not be
overlooked that singularities may occur in the associated transformations, affecting
thus the global validity of the planning algorithm. Unfortunately, there exist no
necessaryandsufficient conditions for flatness (equivalently, for dynamic feedback
linearization) in the case of general nonlinear systems with drift. For underactuated
robots, which are subject to nonholonomic second-order constraints, the problem is
emphasized by the higher complexity of the associated dynamic models.

In any case, the violation of the necessary conditions for flatness given in [42]
indicates that the planning problem is not an easy one: this is what happens in
the two kinematic case studies presented in this chapter. Moreover, even if some
underactuated robots are known to be flat (see, e.g., [1,17]), a deeper analysis of
specific planning solutions and of singularities are of interest in the dynamic case.
This is the subject of the two other case studies presented later on.

Indeed, there exist other algorithmic approaches to planning motion for systems
subject to differential constraints. We just mention here the recently introduced
kinematic reduction method for dynamic models of underactuated robots [9]. Based
on the concept of kinematic controllability, it is possible in some cases to backup a
dynamic motion planning problem into a sequence of elementary velocity commands
along so-called decoupling vector fields (see, e.g., [1] for the application to a planar
3R robot with the last passive joint).

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the modeling steps
and the properties of kinematic systems with first-order differential constraints, of
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dynamic systems with first-order differential constraints, and of dynamic systems
with second-order differential constraints. In doing so, we also set up the terminology.
In the remaining two sections, we address the planning problem for a number of
robotic examples that have not been treated extensively in the literature. In particular,
two non-flat nonholonomic first-order kinematic systems are considered in Section 3:
the plate-ball manipulation system and the general two-trailer wheeled mobile robot.
In Section 4, two flat underactuated second-order dynamic systems are presented: a
two-link robot with flexible forearm and a planar robot with two passive joints. The
presented planning algorithms are based on the use of general mathematical tools
investigated by our research group: nilpotent approximations, iterative steering, and
dynamic feedback linearization. These concepts will be briefly summarized along the
presentation. All case studies include numerical simulation results of the planning
of either configuration-to-configuration transfer tasks (in kinematic systems) or of
rest-to-rest state transfers (in dynamic systems). We also address robustness issues
of the iterative planner for the plate-ball system (Section 3.1) and present a simple
planner for the flexible robot in the case of multiple deformation modes (Section 4.1),
for which a flat output is not known.

2 Modeling

Let q = (q1, . . . , qn) be a set ofn configuration variables of the robotic system. For
simplicity, we shall assume that the configuration space of the robot isIRn. More-
over, if there were someholonomic(geometric) constraints involving the system
coordinates, we suppose that such constraints have been already eliminated by suit-
ably reducing the dimension of the configuration space. Therefore,q are generalized
coordinates in the Lagrangian sense.

2.1 Kinematic Systems with First-Order Differential Constraints

Assume that a set ofn−m ≥ 1 scalar differential constraints of the form

aT
i (q)q̇ = 0 i = 1, . . . , n−m, (1)

are imposed on the robot motion. The rowsaT
i (q) can be reorganized into a matrix,

so that the constraints are rewritten in the compact form

AT (q)q̇ = 0. (2)

These homogeneous constraints are calledPfaffian, being linear in the generalized
velocities q̇. They may arise from several physical phenomena, most notably the
perfect rolling of robot wheels on the ground, the rolling of the fingers of a dextrous
robot hand in contact with an object, the conservation of zero angular momentum
in free-flying space robots. Under the hypothesis that the columns of matrixA are
linearly independent at everyq, it follows from (2) that, at a given configurationq,
the set of admissible generalized velocitiesq̇ is restricted to a subspace of dimension
m < n of IRn.
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We are interested in the case where the set of constraints (2) iscompletely non-
holonomic1, i.e., when none of the single constraints (1) nor any combination of
them through functionsγi(q) is integrable to a holonomic constrainth(q) = 0.
To check this, nonlinear controllability techniques can be used. The following con-
struction characterizes all feasible instantaneous motions allowed by the differential
constraints (2). Define an (n×m) matrixG(q) whose columnsgi(q), i = 1, . . . , m,
are independent vector fields at anyq and such that

R (G(q)) = N (
AT (q)

)
, (3)

or AT (q)G(q) = 0, for all q ∈ IRn. Therefore, we can generate all instantaneous
feasible velocitieṡq as

q̇ = G(q)v =
m∑

i=1

gi(q)vi. (4)

Different choices can be made for defining a matrixG(q) that satisfies (3). Typically,
a good choice should be ‘physically’ motivated, in the sense that the weightsvi,
i = 1, . . . ,m, represent identifiable (pseudo-)velocities in the robotic system. By
assuming thatv ∈ IRm is the control input, we refer to (4) as thefirst-order kinematic
modelof the robotic system subject to the first-order differential constraints (2). This
model is in the form of a nonlinear driftless control system. By Frobenius theorem
on integrability of differential forms, the complete nonholonomy of (2) is equivalent
to theaccessibilityof the whole configuration spaceIRn of control system (4).

We note also that, in spite of the ‘kinematic’ terminology, the differential con-
straints (2), and thus the control system (4), may contain dynamic parameters (i.e.,
related to the robot mass and inertia). For example, this happens when (2) stems
from conservation of generalized momenta.

2.2 Dynamic Systems with First-Order Differential Constraints

One can also take into account the dynamics of a robotic system in the presence of
the first-order differential constraints (2). In this case, the model explicitly contains
Lagrange multipliersλ ∈ IRn−m, representing the generalized constraint forces.
The dynamic model in the Lagrangian form is [20, p. 45]

B(q)q̈ + n(q, q̇) = A(q)λ + S(q)τ (5)

AT (q)q̇ = 0, (6)

with

n(q, q̇) = Ḃ(q)q̇ − 1
2

∂

∂q

(
q̇T B(q)q̇

)
+

∂U(q)
∂q

,

1 While each of the scalar differential constraints (1) may not be integrable, a subset of
p < n − m or the entire set ofn − m differential constraints may still be integrable.
In the former case we havepartially nonholonomicconstraints, while in the latter we
obtainn − m holonomicconstraints. In both cases, a reduction of the dimension of the
configuration space is induced.
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and whereB(q) is the (n × n) symmetric positive definite inertia matrix (so that
1
2 q̇T B(q)q̇ is the system kinetic energy),U = U(q) is the system potential energy
(due, e.g., to gravity or elasticity),τ ∈ IRm is the force/torque control input, and
S(q) is an (n×m) input matrix which is assumed to be full (column) rank.

Under suitable hypotheses, it is possible to eliminate the Lagrange multipliersλ
and to reduce accordingly the set of dynamic equations [10]. SinceGT (q)A(q) = 0,
premultiplying (5) byGT (q) leads to a reduced set ofm second-order differential
equations

GT (q) (B(q)q̈ + n(q, q̇)) = GT (q)S(q)u. (7)

We can merge the kinematic model (4) (i.e., all generalized velocitiesq̇ satisfying (6))
into (7) so as to obtain

q̇ = G(q)v

M(q)v̇ + m(q, v) = GT (q)S(q)τ,
(8)

with

M(q) = GT (q)B(q)G(q) > 0

m(q, v) = GT (q)B(q)Ġ(q)v + GT (q) n(q, G(q)v)

and where the vector of pseudo-velocitiesv ∈ IRm is now part of the system state.
Note that the dimension of the state(q, v) has been reduced ton + m.

Assuming that ‘enough control’ is available, or

det
(
GT (q)S(q)

) 6= 0,

we can use a nonlinear static state feedback in order to further simplify (8). Define
the control inputτ as

τ =
(
GT (q)S(q)

)−1
(
M(q)a + m(q, v)

)
, (9)

wherea ∈ IRm is the vector of pseudo-accelerations. The resulting system is

q̇ = G(q)v

v̇ = a.
(10)

It is clear that the feedback law (9) leads to model equations that are simply an
extension(i.e., obtained by the addition of one integrator on each of them scalar
inputs) of the first-order kinematic model (4). We shall thus refer to (10) as the
second-order kinematic modelof the robotic system subject to the first-order differ-
ential constraints (2). This model is in the form of a nonlinear control system, with
the pseudo-acceleration vectora as input, and contains now a drift term of kinematic
nature.
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2.3 Dynamic Systems with Second-Order Differential Constraints

A different situation arises when there are no first-order differential constraints of
the type (1) but the dynamic system isunderactuated, i.e., it has less control inputs
than degrees of freedom. Letp ∈ IRn be the generalized coordinates (the change of
notation will be clear in a moment) andτ ∈ IRm the available control forces/torques,
with m < n.

The Lagrangian dynamic equations are of the form

Bp(p)p̈ + np(p, ṗ) = S(p)τ (11)

with a similar notation as in (5) and the same assumption that the (n×m) input matrix
S(p) is full column rank. This model covers various interesting situations, such as for
example: a robot withn−m unactuated/failed (in any case, passive) joints; a robot
including transmission (joint) elasticity, for whichn = 2m andp = (θ, φ), being
θ ∈ IRm andφ ∈ IRm, respectively, the positional coordinates of the motors and of
the driven links; a robot having flexible links, wherep = (θ, δ), beingθ ∈ IRm the
positions of the motors at the link bases andδ ∈ IRne the generalized coordinates
describing the deflection of the links, withn = m + ne.

Equation (11) can be elaborated in order to have a set ofn−m intrinsic second-
order dynamic constraints appear more explicitly. LetSl(p) be a left inverse of

the input matrixS(p) (e.g., the pseudoinverseS# =
(
ST S

)−1
ST ) andS⊥(p) an

((n−m)×n) matrix whose rows annihilate matrixS(p), orS⊥(p)S(p) = 0 for any
p ∈ IRn. Such two matrices can always be chosen so that a coordinate transformation
q = Q(p) exists whose Jacobian is (at least locally) nonsingular and equals

JQ(p) =
∂Q(p)

∂p
=

[
Sl(p)
S⊥(p)

]−T

.

From (11), one has

Bp(p)
[

Sl(p)
S⊥(p)

]T (
q̈ − d

dt

(
∂Q(p)

∂p

)
ṗ

)
+ np(p, ṗ) = S(p)τ.

This leads to new dynamic equations in the form

B(q)q̈ + n(q, q̇) =
[

Sl(p)
S⊥(p)

]
S(p)τ =

[
τ
0

]
, (12)

with

B(q) = J−T
Q (p)Bp(p)J−1

Q (p)
∣∣∣
p=Q−1(q)

n(q, q̇) = J−T
Q (p)

(
np(p, ṗ)−Bp(p)J−1

Q (p)J̇Q(p)ṗ
)∣∣∣

ṗ=J−1
Q

(p)q̇, p=Q−1(q)

At this stage, the new coordinatesq can be partitioned asq = (qa, qu), with ac-
tuated coordinatesqa ∈ IRm and unactuated coordinatesqu ∈ IRn−m. Accordingly,
the dynamic model (12) becomes[

Baa(q) BT
ua(q)

Bua(q) Buu(q)

] [
q̈a

q̈u

]
+

[
na(q, q̇)
nu(q, q̇)

]
=

[
τ
0

]
, (13)
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with blocks of appropriate dimensions. In particular, the lastn −m ≥ 1 equations
in (13) can be rewritten separately as

AT
u (q)q̈ + nu(q, q̇) = [ Bua(q) Buu(q) ]

[
q̈a

q̈u

]
+ cu(q, q̇) + eu(q) = 0, (14)

where the vectornu(q, q̇) has been separated into the Coriolis and centrifugal terms
cu(q, q̇) and the potential termseu(q) = (∂U/∂qu)T . Note that matrixAT

u (q) has
always full row rank, equal ton−m, at anyq.

Equation (14) represents a set ofn − m second-order (dynamic) differential
constraintsthat have to be satisfied by any admissible robot trajectory. The above
constraints are linear in the accelerationq̈. At a given state(q, q̇), the set of admissible
generalized accelerations̈q is restricted to a linear subspace of dimensionm. The
complete non-integrability of the set of constraints (14), in the sense of [37], indicates
that the underactuated robot can be considered as a mechanical system withsecond-
order nonholonomic constraints. As a particular case, it is immediate to see that,
whenevereu(q) 6≡ 0, the constraintsAT

u (q)q̈ + nu(q, q̇) = 0 cannot be obtained
from the differentiation of Pfaffian constraintsAT

u (q)q̇ = c (a state constraint that
would imply a reduction of the state space).

A convenient normal form for the underactuated dynamics (13) is obtained by
using again nonlinear static state feedback. Solving (14) forq̈u and substituting in
the first set of (13), one can verify that the (globally defined) control law

τ =
(
Baa(q)−BT

ua(q)B−1
uu (q)Bua(q)

)
a + na(q, q̇)−BT

ua(q)B−1
uu (q)nu(q, q̇)(15)

gives

q̈a = a

Buu(q) q̈u = −Bua(q) a− nu(q, q̇),
(16)

with the actuated coordinates now directly controlled by the generalized acceleration
input a ∈ IRm. The control (15) is commonly referred to as apartial feedback
linearization law. In the control system (16), it is clear that the inertial coupling
termBua(q) between actuated and passive coordinates plays a decisive role in the
controllability properties of the system.

3 Planning for Non-Flat Kinematic Systems

With the aid of two case studies, we shall now illustrate a general technique which
achieves asymptotic (in a sense to be clarified below) planning for non-flat kinematic
systems subject to differential constraints. In particular, we will consider the plate-
ball manipulation system and a wheeled mobile robot, the so-called general two-
trailer system. The reader is referred to [48] and [38] for details.
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3.1 The Plate-Ball Manipulation System

Rolling manipulation has recently attracted the interest of robotic researchers as
a convenient way to achieve dexterity with a relatively simple mechanical design
(see [33,6,30] and the references therein). In fact, the nonholonomic nature of rolling
contacts between rigid bodies can guarantee the controllability of the manipulation
system (hand+manipulated object) with a reduced number of actuators. More in
general, this is another example of the minimalistic trend in the field of robotics,
aimed at designing devices of reduced complexity for performing complex tasks.

The archetype of rolling manipulation is the plate-ball system [31,27,24,8]:
the ball (the manipulated object) can be brought to any contact configuration by
maneuvering the upper plate (the first finger), while the lower plate (the second
finger) is fixed. Despite its mechanical simplicity, the planning and control problems
for this device already raise challenging theoretical issues. In fact, in addition to the
well-known limitations coming from its nonholonomic nature, the plate-ball system
is neither flat nor nilpotentizable; therefore the classical techniques for nonholonomic
motion planning cannot be applied.

To this date, the planning problem has been solved through the symbolic algo-
rithm of [27] and the numerical algorithm of [30]. These techniques, however, are
heavily dependent on the specific geometry of rolling surfaces and are not amenable
to any kind of generalization to systems of different nature. Our objective is instead
to show that asymptotic, robust planning for the plate-ball mechanism can be sim-
ply achieved through iterative application of an appropriate open-loop control law
designed for the nilpotent approximation of the system. This paradigm, based on
the theoretical results in [29], is general and applicable to a wide variety of non-flat
systems.

Kinematic model Consider the system shown in Fig. 1, consisting of a spheric ball
of radiusρ rolling between two horizontal plates. The lower plate is fixed, while the
upper is actuated and can translate horizontally. Denote byu andv the coordinates
(latitude and longitude, respectively) of the contact point on the sphere, byx, y the
Cartesian coordinates of the contact point on the lower plane, and byψ the angle
between thex axis and the plane of the meridian through the contact point. We
assume−π/2 < u < π/2 and−π < v < π, so that the contact point belongs
always to the same coordinate patch for the sphere.

The manipulation system is completely described by the kinematics of contact
between the sphere and the lower plate [31]. Assume thatwx andwy, the Cartesian
components of the translational velocity of the sphere, are directly controlled2. In
view of the nilpotent approximation procedure, it is convenient to triangularize the
system through the input transformation

[
wx

wy

]
=

[− sin ψ cosu cosψ
− cos ψ cos u sin ψ

] [
w1

w2

]
.

2 Recall that the translational velocity of the sphere is half the translational velocity of the
upper plane.
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u

y

v

x

ψ

Fig. 1.The plate-ball system. The upper plate is not shown in the figure for the sake of clarity.

This transformation is always defined, except foru = ±π/2 which is however
outside our coordinate patch. We obtain




u̇
v̇

ψ̇
ẋ
ẏ




=




0
1/ρ

− sin u/ρ
− sinψ cosu
− cos ψ cos u




w1 +




1/ρ
0
0

cosψ
− sinψ




w2. (17)

Nilpotent approximation Nilpotent approximations [21,4] of nonlinear systems are
high-order local approximations that are useful when tangent linearization does not
retain controllability, as in nonholonomic systems. In particular, the computation of
approximate steering controls for the original system can be performed symbolically,
thanks to the closed-form integrability of the nilpotent system, which is polynomial
and triangular by construction.

Thanks to the particular structure of our iterative steering strategy (see below),
it is sufficient to compute the nilpotent approximation at configurations of the form
q̄ = (0, 0, 0, x̄, ȳ). Applying the procedure given in [4] to system (17), one obtains
the so-calledprivilegedcoordinates by the following change of variables

z1 = ρ v

z2 = ρ u

z3 = ρ2ψ (18)

z4 = −ρ3u + ρ2(x− x̄)
z5 = ρ3v + ρ2(y − ȳ).

In particular, at̄q one obtainsz = 0. The transformation is globally valid due to the
fact that the degree of nonholonomy is 3 everywhere.
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The approximate system is then computed by differentiating eqs. (18) and ex-
panding the input vector fields in Taylor series up to a suitably defined order:

˙̂z1 = w1

˙̂z2 = w2

˙̂z3 = −ẑ2w1 (19)
˙̂z4 = −ẑ3w1

˙̂z5 =
1
2
ẑ2
2w1 − ẑ3w2.

The approximation is polynomial and triangular; in particular, the dynamics ofẑ1

andẑ2 is exactly the same ofz1 andz2.

Planning strategy Assume that we wish to transfer the plate-ball system from
q0 to qd, respectively the initial and desired contact configuration. Without loss
of generality, we assume thatqd = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0); this can always be achieved by
properly defining the reference frames on the sphere and the lower plane.

Our objective is to devise an asymptotic planning strategy; if possible, we would
also like robustness with respect to the presence of model perturbations (e.g., on the
sphere radiusρ). To this end, it is necessary to embed some form of feedback into the
planning method. A natural way to realize this is represented by the iterative steering
(IS) paradigm [29]. The essential tool of this method is a contractive open-loop
control law, which can steer the system closer to the desired stateqd in a finite time.
If such a control is Ḧolder-continuous with respect to the desired reconfiguration, its
iteratedapplication (i.e., from the state reached at the end of the previous iteration),
guarantees exponential convergence of the state toqd. The overall input is a time-
varying law which depends on a sampled feedback action. A certain degree of
robustness is also achieved: a class of non-persistent perturbations is rejected, and
the error is ultimately bounded in the presence of persistent perturbations.

To comply with the IS paradigm outlined above, we must design an open-
loop control that steers system (17) fromq0 to a point closer in norm toqd =
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Since the plate-ball manipulation system is controllable [27], such an
open-loop control certainly exists. However, the necessary and sufficient conditions
for flatness [19] are not satisfied; equivalently, the system cannot be put in chained
form, as already noticed in [30]. Therefore, we cannot use conventional techniques
for generating the required open-loop control. We therefore settle for an approximate
(but symbolic) solution; this is on the other hand consistent with the IS framework,
which only requires the error to contract at each iteration.

Our open-loop controller requires two phases:

I. Drive the first three variablesu, v andψ to zero. This amounts to steering the
ball to the desired contact configuration regardless of the variablesx andy, i.e.,
of the Cartesian position of the contact point. Denote byqI = (0, 0, 0, xI , yI)
the contact configuration at the end of this phase.
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II. Bring x andy closer toxd andyd (in norm), while guaranteeing thatu, v andψ
return to their desired zero value.

Since the first three equations of (17) can be easily transformed in chained form,
phase I can be performed in a finite timeT1 by choosing one of many available
steering controls for such systems (see [26]). However, the latter should comply
with the Hölder-continuity requirement with respect to the desired reconfiguration;
relevant examples are given in [29].

For the second phase, a possible choice is to perform a cyclic motion of period
T2 onu, v andψ, giving final valuesx(T1 +T2) = xII andy(T1 +T2) = yII closer
to zero thanx(T1) = xI , y(T1) = yI . To design a control law that produces such a
motion, we shall exploit the nilpotent approximation of the plate-ball system.

Consider the nilpotent dynamics (19) computed at the approximation pointqI .
The synthesis of a control law that transfers in timeT2 the statêz from zI = 0 to
zII (respectively, the images ofqI andqII = (0, 0, 0, xII , yII), computed through
eqs. (18)) can be done as follows. Choose the open-loop control inputs as

w1 = a1 cos ωt + a2 cos 4ωt (20)

w2 = a3 cos 2ωt, (21)

with a1, a2, a3 ∈ IR andω = 2π/T2.
Integration of Eqs. (19) shows that in order to obtainz4(T2) = zII

4 andz5(T2) =
zII
5 , coefficientsa1 anda2 in (20), (21) must be chosen as

a1 =

√
zII
4

k1a3
a2 =

zII
5

k2a2
3

, (22)

having setk1 = −T 3
2 /32π2 andk2 = T 3

2 /128π2. The value ofa3 is immaterial
as long as (i) a3 6= 0 whenzII

4 6= 0 or zII
5 6= 0, and (ii) sign(a3) = −sign(zII

4 ).
Therefore, denoting by|| · || the Euclidean norm, we can let

a3 = −sign(zII
4 ) ·

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
[

zII
4

zII
5

]∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
1/2r

r > 1, (23)

This choice guarantees fora1, a2 anda3 the Hölder-continuity property required by
the IS paradigm.

The other condition to be met by our two-phase open-loop control is contraction
of theoriginal system (17) fromq0 to qII in spite of(i) the drift of x andy to xI

andyI due to the first phase(ii) the approximation error3 induced onx andy by
the use of the nilpotent dynamics (19) for computing a steering control. It may be
shown (see [39] for details) that contraction is guaranteed provided that a suitable
definition of norm is used (to take care of the first-phase drift) and a sufficiently
small contraction is required fromzI to zII (to reduce the approximation error
within admissible bounds).
3 Note thatu, v andψ return to zero under the proposed open-loop inputs, as verified by

integration of the first three equations of the original system (17). Thus, the open-loop
controls (20), (21) are exactly cyclic inu, v andψ.
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Iterative steering We now clarify the use of the proposed open-loop controller
within the IS framework to achieve an asymptotic planner.

Starting from the initial contact configuration, apply the open-loop control of
phase I for the required timeT1. Using the valuesxI , yI at the end of this phase, the
desiredzII

4 andzII
5 are generated as

zII
4 = β1z

d
4 zII

5 = β2z
d
5 , (24)

whereβ1 < 1, β2 < 1 are the chosen contraction rates andzd
4 , zd

5 are the images
of xd = 0, yd = 0 as given by (18), in which̄x = xI , ȳ = yI . At this point,
Eqs. (22), (23) are used to compute coefficientsai, and the phase II open-loop
controls (20), (21) are applied to system (17). AfterT1 +T2 seconds from the initial
time, the system state is sampled and the two-phase control procedure is repeated.
In particular, the values ofzII

4 andzII
5 are updated at each iteration using (24) (with

constantβ1, β2). In fact, since transformation (18) depends on the approximation
point, the same is true forzd

4 , zd
5 . Note also that:

• Since all the conditions of the IS paradigm are satisfied forβ1, β2 sufficiently
close to 1, it is guaranteed that the manipulation system stateq exponentially
converges to the desired contact configurationqd.

• In the absence of perturbations, there is no need to repeat phase I after the first
iteration.

• In perturbed conditions, it is necessary to analyze the structure of the perturbation
itself. If certain requisites (see [29, Th. 2]) are met, the perturbation will be
rejected on the simple basis of the stable behavior of the nominal system.

We may therefore conclude that we have obtainedasymptotic planningfor the
plate-ball system, on the basis of the fact that the system variablesq converge to the
desired configurationqd. In practice, one can stop the iterations whenq is within a
prespecified distance of the destination; using the properties of IS, it is also possible
to predict the number of iterations needed to achieve a certain error tolerance. The
robustness with respect to perturbations is a consequence of the intrinsic sampled
feedback nature of the proposed planner.

Simulation results Two simulations are now presented to show the effectiveness
of the proposed planner: in the first, perfect knowledge of the system is assumed
(nominal case), while in the second we have included a perturbation on the ball
radiusρ (perturbedcase).

In the first simulation, we assume that the radiusρ = 1 is exactly known
and phase I has already been executed. The initial and desired configurations are
q0 = (0, 0, 0, 0.5, 0.5) andqd = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0), respectively. In each iteration, the
open-loop control (20), (21) is applied withT2 = 1 sec,r = 1.5 in eq. (23), and
contraction ratesβ1 = β2 = 0.4 in (24).

Figure 2 illustrates the exponential convergence of the state variables along the
iterations. The Cartesian path of the contact point is shown in Fig. 3: note how the
path of the single iterations ‘shrinks’ with time.
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Fig. 2.Nominal simulation: Evolution ofu (solid),v (dashed) andψ (dotted) (left). Evolution
of x (solid) andy (dotted) (right).
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Fig. 3. Nominal simulation: Cartesian path of the contact point; the small circle indicatesq0

(left). Cartesian paths of the contact point during the 1st, 4th, 7th and 10th iterations; the small
circle indicates the starting configuration of each iteration; notice the different scale in the
plots (right).

In the second simulation,q0, qd as well as the planner parameters are the same
of the previous simulation, but a 10% perturbation on the value of the ball radius has
been introduced; only its nominal valueρ = 1 is known and used for computing the
control law. The theoretical framework of the IS paradigm guarantees that this kind of
perturbation will be rejected by the iterative steering scheme. Figure 4 confirms that
exponential convergence is preserved despite the perturbation — only at a slightly
smaller rate. The Cartesian path of the contact point is very similar to the nominal
case, as shown in Fig. 5, although the paths in the single iterations are deformed.
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Fig. 4.Perturbed simulation: Evolution ofu (solid),v (dashed) andψ (dotted) (left). Evolution
of x (solid) andy (dotted) (right).
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Fig. 5. Perturbed simulation: Cartesian path of the contact point; the small circle indicates
q0 (left). Cartesian paths of the contact point during the 1st, 4th, 7th and 10th iterations; the
small circle indicates the starting configuration of each iteration (right).

3.2 The General Two-Trailer Wheeled Mobile Robot

Another interesting example of non-nilpotentizable, non-flat nonholonomic robot
is the generalN -trailer system, i.e., a vehicle in whichN off-hooked trailers are
attached to a tractor. It is well known that this system is non-flat ifN ≥ 2 (see [19]
for a proof in the caseN = 2). The problem of controlling this system has only
been addressed so far in [28], where it is shown that at particular configurations the
system can be approximated by a chained form. However, the latter are not dense in
the state space, so that the method does not apply for generic configurations.

Below, we consider a particular case, i.e., the general two-trailer system, proving
that asymptotic planning can be achieved by means of the iterative steering technique
based on the nilpotent approximation of the system.
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Fig. 6. A general two-trailer system.

Kinematic model Consider the system shown in Fig. 6, consisting of a car towing
two identical trailers, each hooked at a distanced from the preceding wheel axle
(off-hooking). The distance between the hooking point and the wheel axle midpoint
of each trailer is̀ . For simplicity, we assumed = 1 and` = 1. However, a similar
analysis can be developed for the cased 6= `.

With an eye to the nilpotent approximation procedure, it is convenient to choose
an appropriate set of generalized coordinates and control inputs. In particular, let
q = (x1, y1, θ1, φ1, φ2), wherex1, y1 are the Cartesian coordinates of the first trailer
reference point,θ1 is the first trailer orientation with respect to thex axis, andφ1,
φ2 are the angles formed by the car and the first trailer respectively with the first and
the second trailer. Also, denote byv1 andω1 the driving and steering velocities of
the first trailer, which are related tov0 andω0, the driving and steering velocities of
the car (the actual inputs) by the input transformation

v0 = v1 cosφ1 + ω1 sin φ1

ω0 = v1 sinφ1 − ω1 cosφ1,

which is always defined. The kinematic model is then obtained as

ẋ1 = cos θ1 v1

ẏ1 = sin θ1 v1

θ̇1 = ω1 (25)

φ̇1 = s1v1 − (1 + c1)ω1

φ̇2 = −s2v1 + (1 + c2)ω1,

having setsi = sin φi, ci = cos φi, sij = sin(φi − φj) andcij = cos(φi − φj) for
i, j = 1, 2. If φ1 = π or φ2 = π, the system is clearly not controllable. We consider
points of the state space defined asM = IR2 × S1 × (S1 − {π})2.

Denote byg1, g2 the input vector fields of system (25), and consider the first 6
elements of the P. Hall [25] familyg1, g2, g3 = [g1, g2], g4 = [g1, [g1, g2]], g5 =
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[g2, [g1, g2]], g6 = [g1, [g1, [g1, g2]]]. Vector fieldsg1, g2, g3, g4, g5 span the tangent
space ofM at points such thatφ1 6= φ2 (regular points), whileg1, g2, g3, g4, g6

span the tangent space everywhere, including points such thatφ1 = φ2 (singular
points). Hence, the system is controllable and the degree of nonholonomy is 3 at
regular points and 4 at singular points.

Nilpotent approximation In the presence of singular points, homogeneous nilpo-
tent approximations [4] do not provide globally valid representations. However, it has
been shown that nonhomogeneous nilpotent forms can be adopted to this end [49].
Applying the procedure therein proposed to system (25), we obtain the following
global nilpotent approximation

˙̂z1 = u1
˙̂z2 = u2
˙̂z3 = −ẑ2u1 (26)

˙̂z4 =
2∑

j=1

hj4(ẑ1, . . . , ẑ3)uj

˙̂z5 =
2∑

j=1

hj5(ẑ1, . . . , ẑ4)uj ,

in which

hj4(ẑ1, . . . , ẑ3) = a2
j4ẑ

2
1 + b2

j4ẑ1ẑ2 + c2
j4ẑ

2
2 + d2

j4ẑ3

h15(ẑ1, . . . , ẑ4) = c2
15ẑ

2
2 + a3

15ẑ
3
1 + b3

15ẑ1ẑ3 + c3
15ẑ

2
1 ẑ2

+ d3
15ẑ2ẑ3 + e3

15ẑ
3
2 + f3

15ẑ1ẑ
2
2 + g3

15ẑ4

h25(ẑ1, . . . , ẑ4) = d2
25ẑ3 + a3

25ẑ
3
1 + b3

25ẑ1ẑ3 + c3
25ẑ

2
1 ẑ2

+ d3
25ẑ2ẑ3 + e3

25ẑ
3
2 + f3

25ẑ1ẑ
2
2 + g3

25ẑ4.

The coefficientsa2
j4, . . . , d

2
j4, c2

15, d
2
25 anda3

j5, . . . , g
3
j5 (j = 1, 2) are functions of

q̄ = (x̄1, . . . , φ̄2) around which the approximation is computed. Their expressions
are quite complicated and are omitted. However, they are not needed for implement-
ing the stabilization method, thanks to the structure of the chosen control input.

Planning strategy In order to transfer the general two-trailer system from an initial
pointq0 to a desired point4 qd = (0, 0, 0, φd

1, φ
d
2), we adopt the same strategy of the

plate-ball system. To comply with the IS paradigm, we must design an open-loop
control that steers system (25) fromq0 to a point closer in norm toqd.

As before, our open-loop controller requires two phases:

4 This particular choice of the destination does not imply any loss of generality, because it
can always be achieved by translating and rotating the world reference frame so as to align
with the desired configuration of the first trailer.
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I. Drive in finite time the first three variablesx1, y1 andθ1 to zero. This amounts
to steering the first trailer to its desired configuration regardless of the variables
φ1 andφ2, which will converge to generic valuesφI

1, φI
2.

II. Bring φ1 andφ2 closer toφd
1 andφd

2 (in norm), while guaranteeing thatx1, y1

andθ1 return to their desired zero value.

Similarly to the plate-ball system, the first three equations of (25) can be easily
transformed in chained form (they are, in fact, the equations of a unicycle). Hence,
phase I can be easily performed in a finite timeT1 with Hölder-continuous steering
controls.

For the second phase, we use again the nilpotent approximation of the system
to perform a cyclic motion of periodT2 on x1, y1 and θ1, giving final values
φ1(T1 + T2) = φII

1 , φ2(T1 + T2) = φII
2 closer to zero thanφ1(T1) = φI

1, φ2(T1) =
φI

2. We emphasize that, in view of the globality of the representation (26),qI may
be a regular or singular point. The synthesis of a control law that transfers the state
of system (26) fromzI = 0 (the image ofqI ) exactly tozII (the image ofqII ) is
relatively straightforward.

Consider the nilpotent approximation (26) atqI . Choose the open-loop control
inputs as

v1 = a1 cos ωt + a2 sin ωt (27)

ω1 = a3 cos 2ωt, (28)

witha1, a2, a3 ∈ IR,ω = 2π/T andT the duration of the control interval. Integration
of Eqs. (26) shows that in order to obtainz4(T ) = zII

4 andz5(T ) = zII
5 , parameters

a1 anda2 in (27–28) can be chosen as

a1 =

√
a2
2 +

zII
4

k1a3
a2 =

2π

T

zII
5

zII
4

(29)

having setk1 = −T 3/32π2 andk2 = −T 4/64π3, and provided thatzII
4 6= 0. The

value ofa3 is immaterial for the steering task, as long asa3 6= 0 and sign(a3) =
−sign(zII

4 ) (so thata1 is always well defined). In particular, we can let

a3 = −sign(zII
4 ) ·

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
[

zII
4

zII
5

]∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
1/r

r > 1. (30)

This choice guarantees fora1, a2 anda3 the Hölder-continuity property5 required
by the IS paradigm. In particular:

5 A difficulty with the method so far outlined is that the steering controls (27), (28) are not
defined whenzII

4 = 0. On the other hand, Equation (31) giveszII
4 = 0 if zd

4 = 0, i.e.,
if no reconfiguration is needed for the nilpotent approximation variablez4. To circumvent
this problem, it is relatively easy to work out a more general rule than (31) for generating
zII
4 andzII

5 . In practice, any contraction on the norm of the error(z4 − zd
4 z5 − zd

5) is
admissible as long aszII

4 6= 0.
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• According to (29),a2 is Hölder-continuous ifzII
5 converges to zero faster than

zII
4 . To this end, one simply setsβ1 < β2 in eq. (31).

• The first coefficienta1 given by eq. (29) is Ḧolder-continuous in view of the
choice (30) fora3.

As before, the other condition to be met by our two-phase open-loop control —
i.e., contraction of the actual system fromq0 to qII — can be satisfied by suitably
choosing the norm and enforcing a sufficiently small contraction on the nilpotent
approximation.

Iterative steering Starting from the initial configuration, apply the open-loop con-
trol of phase I for the required timeT1. Using the valuesφI

1, φI
2 at the end of this

phase, the images in privileged coordinates of the final goal values are computed
through the change of coordinates betweenq and z, evaluated on the manifold
defined byx1 = 0, y1 = 0, θ1 = 0:

zd
4 =

1
2

(
φd

2 − φ̄2

1 + cos φ̄2
− φd

1 − φ̄1

1 + cos φ̄1

)

zd
5 =

1
2

(
φd

2 − φ̄2

1 + cos φ̄2
+

φd
1 − φ̄1

1 + cos φ̄1

)

The desiredzII
4 andzII

5 are now generated as

zII
4 = β1z

d
4 zII

5 = β2z
d
5 , (31)

whereβ1 < 1, β2 < 1 are the chosen contraction rates.
At this point, Equation (29) is used to compute the parametersai, and the phase II

open-loop controls (27), (28) are applied to system (25). AfterT1 + T2 seconds, the
system state is sampled and the procedure is repeated. Since the conditions of the
IS paradigm have been satisfied, it is guaranteed that the stateq of the general two-
trailer system exponentially converges to the desired configurationqd, and hence
asymptotic planning has been achieved. Again, in the absence of perturbations, there
is no need to repeat phase I after the first iteration, while in perturbed conditions it
is necessary to analyze the structure of the perturbation itself.

Simulation results We present two simulations of the proposed planning strategy.
In both cases, it is assumed that phase I has already been executed, so that the first
trailer is already at its desired configurationxd

1 = 0, yd
1 = 0, θd

1 = 0. Phase II is
executed by iterative application of the control inputs (27), (28), withT = 1 sec and
the coefficientsai (i = 1, . . . , 3) given by (29), (30), withr = 4. The contraction
rates in (31) have been chosen asβ1 = 0.6 andβ2 = 0.7.

In the first simulation, it isφI
1 = π/4 andφI

2 = −π/4, while the desired values
areφd

1 = 0 andφd
2 = 0 (a singular configuration). Figure 7 shows the cyclic evolution

of x1, y1, andθ1 as well as the trajectory ofφ1 andφ2. The motion of the first trailer
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is shown in Fig. 8 (with different scale on the two axes), which also shows the vehicle
configurations at the beginning of phase II, at the end of the first and of the 15-th
iteration.

The second simulation starts fromφI
1 = π/8, φI

2 = 0, with the desired config-
uration given asφd

1 = −π/4, φd
2 = π/3 (a regular point). Figure 9 shows the time

evolution of the state variables. Figure 10 reports the Cartesian motion of the first
trailer and the configurations of the vehicle at the beginning of phase II, at the end
of the first and of the 15-th iteration.
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Fig. 7. Simulation 1: Evolution ofx1, y1 andθ1 (left). Evolution ofφ1 andφ2 (right).
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Fig. 8. Simulation 1: Motion of the first trailer (left). Configuration of the vehicle at the
beginning of phase II (0) after one iteration (1) and after 15 iterations (right).
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Fig. 9. Simulation 2: Evolution ofx1, y1 andθ1 (left). Evolution ofφ1 andφ2 (right).
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Fig. 10. Simulation 2: Motion of the first trailer (left). Configuration of the vehicle at the
beginning of phase II (0) after one iteration (1) and after 15 iterations (right).

4 Planning for Flat Dynamic Systems

We present two representative case studies of robots with underactuated dynamics
for which one can define, under special assumptions, a flat output so that the planning
problem can be solved in a relatively easy way. The first system is a two-link planar
robot with a flexible forearm. The second system is a4R planar robot having the last
two joints passive and a special hinging condition. For both robots, two actuating
inputs are available and motion occurs on a horizontal plane. The reader is referred
to [12] and to [22] for details.
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4.1 A Two-Link Robot with Flexible Forearm

For a multi-link robot displaying link flexibility, typically encountered in long reach
and slender/lightweight arm design [7], the planning of a prescribed reconfiguration
between two equilibrium states to be performed in fixed time (rest-to-rest maneuver)
is a very critical problem. In fact, large and simultaneous motion of the links will
induce oscillations that persist beyond the nominal final completion time.

For a single flexible link, characterized by a linear dynamics, there exist model-
based techniques, such as input shaping [46] or inverse dynamics trajectory de-
sign [3], that allows generating a torque command for rest-to-rest maneuvers. How-
ever, these approaches lead only to partial solutions, since motion time is not a design
parameter for the input shaping method, while motion completion at the given time is
only approximately realized within the non-causal inversion method of [3]. In [11],
the problem is tackled by finding the closed-form expression of a (scalar) system
output having maximum relative degree, i.e., such that no zeros appear in the transfer
function from the input torque to the defined output. As a matter of fact, this output is
a flat output for the system and the planning problem is solved by fitting to this output
a smooth interpolating polynomial between the start and final rest configurations.

A solution technique for the rest-to-rest problem is not yet available in the case
of a general multi-link flexible robot. However, if a flat output vector were found
(if one exists), the generalization to the nonlinear setting would be immediate. One
such situation occurs in the case of the FLEXARM, a two-link planar robot with
a flexible forearm currently available at the Department of Computer Science and
Automation of University of Rome Three, provided that flexibility of the forearm is
modeled by just one dominant deformation mode.

Dynamic model and partial feedback linearization The FLEXARM has a first
rigid link and a second link that can bend only in the horizontal plane. Due to its
mechanical construction, the forearm can be modeled as an Euler-Bernoulli beam
(with Young modulusE and cross section inertiaI) undergoing small deformations.

Let θ1(t) be the angular position of the first link of length`1 and inertiaJ1

(including the first actuator) with respect to the first joint axis. The actuator driving
the second link has massm02 and inertiaJ02. The second flexible link of length̀2
is modeled as a beam of uniform densityρ, massm2 = ρ`2, and equivalent rigid
inertia with respect to the second joint axisJ2 = m2`

2
2/3. A payload of massmp

and inertiaJp can be added at the tip. Defineθ2(t) as the angular position, with
respect to the orientation of the first link, of a line pointing from the second joint
axis to the instantaneous center of mass of the flexible forearm (pinned angle).

The transversal bending deformationw(x, t) at a pointx ∈ [0, `2] along the
second link is described, in the pinned frame, by separation of space and time as

w(x, t) =
ne∑

i=1

φi(x)δi(t),

where a finite numberne ≥ 1 of deformation mode shapesφi(x), with associated
deformation coordinatesδi(t), have been used. The mode shapesφi(x), for i =
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1, . . . , ne, are eigenfunctions (with related angular eigenfrequenciesωi) associated
to the solutions of a fourth-order partial differential equation forw(x, t) subject to
suitable geometric/dynamic boundary conditions, and can be computed according
to [2,5].

Starting from this analysis, and using the Lagrange-Euler equations of motion,
the dynamic model is obtained as

B(q)q̈ + n(q, q̇) + Kq = Sτ, (32)

with generalized coordinatesq = (θ, δ) = (θ1, θ2, δ1, . . . , δne
) ∈ IR2+ne . The

positive definite inertia matrixB(q) has the structure

B(q) =




b11(θ2, δ) b12(θ2, δ) b13(θ2) . . . b1,ne+2(θ2)
J2t 0 . . . 0

1
. ..

...

symm
... 0

1




.

For later use, we definebδ = [ b13 . . . b1,ne+2 ]T . The nonlinear Coriolis and cen-
trifugal vectorn(q, q̇), quadratic inq̇, has the structure

n(q, q̇) = [ n1(θ2, δ, θ̇, δ̇) n2(θ2, δ, θ̇1) n3(θ2, θ̇1) . . . nne+2(θ2, θ̇1) ]T .

We define also the subvectorsnθ = [ n1 n2 ]T andnδ = [n3 . . . nne+2 ]T . Finally,
the elasticity matrixK is

K = diag {0, 0,Kδ} = diag
{
0, 0, ω2

1 , . . . , ω2
ne

}
,

while the input matrixS (transforming the motor torquesτ = (τ1, τ2) into general-
ized forces performing work onq) takes on the form

S =

[
I2×2

01×ne

Φ′T(0)

]T

=
[

1 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 φ′1(0) . . . φ′ne

(0)

]T

.

It is apparent that the dynamic system (32) has degree of underactuation equal to
ne. As shown in Section 2.3, it is convenient to apply partial feedback linearization
in order to simplify the system equations of an underactuated robot. The dynamic
model (32) can be rewritten in block form as

[
Bθθ Bθδ

BT
θδ I

] [
θ̈
δ̈

]
+

[
nθ

nδ

]
+

[
0

Kδδ

]
=

[
τ

Φ′(0)τ2

]
,

partitioned according to the dimensions ofθ andδ. Solving for δ̈ from the second
block of equations, substituting into the first, and defining the global nonlinear
feedback law forτ as

τ =
[

1 bT
δ Φ′(0)

0 1

]([
b11 − bT

δ bδ b12

b12 J2t

] [
a1

a2

]
+

[
n1 − bT

δ (nδ + Kδδ)
n2

])
, (33)
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wherea1 anda2 are new acceleration inputs, leads to an equivalent dynamic model
in the form:

θ̈1 = a1

θ̈2 = a2 (34)

δ̈ = −bδa1 − (nδ + Kδδ) + Φ′(0) (b12a1 + J2ta2 + n2) .

For convenience, we detail only the expressions of the termsb12, bδ, n2, and
nδ appearing in (34), referring the reader to [12] for the remaining dynamic terms
of (32). We have:

b12 = J2t + hne+1 cos θ2 −
ne∑

i=1

hiδi sin θ2

b1,i+2 = hi cos θ2 i = 1, . . . , ne

n2 =

(
hne+1 sin θ2 +

ne∑

i=1

hiδi cos θ2

)
θ̇2
1

ni+2 = hi sin θ2 θ̇2
1 i = 1, . . . , ne,

with J2t = J02 + J2 + Jp + mp`
2
2 and the constant coefficients

hi =
[
ρ

∫ `2

0

φi(x) dx + mpφi(`2)
]
`1 i = 1, . . . , ne

hne+1 =
[
m2

`2
2

+ mp`2

]
`1.

Planning strategy In a rest-to-rest task, the flexible robot should be moved from an
initial configurationqi = (θi, 0) at timeti = 0 to a final configurationqf = (θf , 0)
at timetf = T , both undeformed and witḣq(0) = q̇(T ) = 0. We are thus looking
for a vector of command torquesτ(t) = (τ1(t), τ2(t)), defined int ∈ [0, T ], that
steers the robot to the goal.

In order to solve this problem, we try to find a two-dimensional outputy =
(y1, y2) having the flatness property. From an operative point of view, one can
select an output vector function and then use the dynamic feedback linearization
algorithm [23] as a computational tool. In particular, we should be able to differentiate
with respect to time the chosen outputy a specific number of times until a two-
dimensional input appears in a nonsingular way. At some steps of the algorithm,
and possibly after a state-dependent change of coordinates in the input space, the
addition of integrators on one of the two input channels could be needed, so as to
avoid subsequent differentiation of the relative input. This extension process builds
up the state of a dynamic compensator. If the total number of output derivatives
performed until the input appears equals the number of states of the flexible robot
plus the number of added compensator states, then the system is flat, namely it has
no zero dynamics and can be transformed via a nonlinear dynamic feedback into two
independent chains of integrators from auxiliary inputs to the chosen flat outputs.
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We present the application of the dynamic feedback linearization algorithm to
the FLEXARM, by taking into account only the first dominant mode of flexible
forearm (ne = 1). Equations (34) become

θ̈1 = a1

θ̈2 = a2

δ̈1 = −ω2
1δ1 + φ′1(0)J2t(a1 + a2) + [ φ′1(0)h1δ1 γ1 ] R(θ2)

[
θ̇2
1

a1

]
,

having set

γ1 = φ′1(0)J2t − h1, R(θ2) =
[

cos θ2 − sin θ2

sin θ2 cos θ2

]
.

We choose as candidate flat output

y =
[

y1

y2

]
=

[
θ1

θ2 + c1δ1

]
, (35)

wherec1 is a coefficient yet to be defined. Differentiating Eq. (35) twice gives

ÿ =




a1

a2 + c1φ
′
1(0)J2t(a1 + a2)− c1ω

2
1δ1 + [ c1φ

′
1(0)h1δ1 c1γ1 ] R(θ2)

[
θ̇2
1

a1

]

.

Both acceleration inputsa1 anda2 appear at this level, but the total number of output
derivatives (2 + 2 = 4) does not yet cover the dimension2(2 + ne) = 6 of the state
space. Therefore, in order to make the matrix weighting the inputs inÿ singular, we
can choose the free coefficientc1 as

c1 = − 1
φ′1(0)J2t

, (36)

so thata2 disappears from the expression ofÿ2. In order to proceed with output
differentiation, we need then a dynamic extension on the first input channel (i.e.,
a1). In this case, we can directly add two integrators with states denoted byξ1 and
ξ2

a1 = ξ1, ξ̇1 = ξ2, ξ̇2 = α1,
a2 = α2,

(37)

whereα = (α1, α2) is the new input. As a result of (36) and (37),ÿ becomes
a function of θ2, θ̇1, δ1, and ξ1 only. The third derivative of the output is still
independent fromα:

y[3] :=
d3y

dt3
=




ξ2

−ξ2 − c1ω
2
1 δ̇1 + [ c1φ

′
1(0)h1δ̇1 0 ] R(θ2)

[
θ̇2
1

ξ1

]

+ [ c1φ
′
1(0)h1δ1 c1γ1 ] R(θ2)

[
2θ̇1ξ1

ξ2

]

+ θ̇2 [ c1φ
′
1(0)h1δ1 c1γ1 ] dR

dθ2

[
θ̇2
1

ξ1

]




.
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Thus, through the above expressions ofy and its derivatives, a transformation is
defined from the original state(θ1, θ2, δ1, θ̇1, θ̇2, δ̇1) and compensator state(ξ1, ξ2)
to the set of coordinates(y, ẏ, ÿ, y[3]) ∈ IR8.

By differentiating the output once more, we finally obtain

y[4] = A(θ2, δ1, θ̇1, ξ1)α + f(θ2, δ1, θ̇1, θ̇2, δ̇1, ξ1, ξ2),

where the so-calleddecoupling matrixA is

A =
[

1 0
a12 a22

]
,

with

a12 = −1 + [ c1φ
′
p1(0)h1δ1 c1γ1 ]R(θ2)

[
0
1

]

a22 = ω2
1 + [ (c1γ1 − φ′1(0)h1) −c1φ

′
1(0)h1δ1 ] R(θ2)

[
θ̇2
1

ξ1

]
.

The decoupling matrixA is nonsingular iffa22 6= 0. Under this assumption (see [12]
for a detailed verification), the inversion-based control law defined by the static
feedback from the extended (robot+ compensator) state

α = A−1(θ2, δ1, θ̇1, ξ1)
(
v − f(θ2, δ1, θ̇1, θ̇2, δ̇1, ξ1, ξ2)

)
(38)

transforms the extended dynamic system into a linear controllable one made by
two independent chains of four input-output integrators from the auxiliary input
v = (v1, v2) to the outputy = (y1, y2), or

y[4] = v. (39)

Note that (39) represents the whole system, since the total number of output dif-
ferentiations (4 + 4 = 8) equals the number of states of the flexible robot (6 for
ne = 1) plus the number of added compensator statesξ (2 in this case). The dynamic
feedback linearizing compensator having as input vectorv = (v1, v2) and as output
the torque vectorτ = (τ1, τ2) has dimensionν = 2. The complete expression of
this compensator is obtained by merging (33), (37) and (38).

Rest-to-rest trajectory generation Given the initial state att = 0

θ1(0) = θ1i, θ2(0) = θ2i, δ1(0) = 0, θ̇1(0) = θ̇2(0) = δ̇1(0) = 0

and the desired state att = T

θ1(T ) = θ1f , θ2(T ) = θ2f , δ1(T ) =, θ̇1(T ) = θ̇2(T ) = δ̇1(T ) = 0,

by choosingξ1(0) = ξ2(0) = ξ1(T ) = ξ2(T ) = 0, one can derive initial and final
boundary conditions for the reference output trajectoryyd(t) = (y1d(t), y2d(t)) and
its derivatives up to the third order. These values can be interpolated by a polynomial
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trajectory of (at least) 7-th degree (one polynomial for each output) defined for
t ∈ [0, T ]. Higher-order polynomials can be used in order to achieve a smoother
torque profile at the boundaries.

From (38), (39), settingv = y
[4]
d , we have

αd = A−1(θ2d, δ1d, θ̇1d, ξ1d)
(
y
[4]
d − f(θ2d, δ1d, θ̇1d, θ̇2d, δ̇1d, ξ1d, ξ2d)

)

where the desired values of the extended state are obtained by inverting the linearizing
transformation, in whichy ≡ yd(t) is used at eacht ∈ [0, T ].

After substitutions, the nominal rest-to-rest torques are given by

τ1d =
(
b11,d − b2

13,d

)
ξ1d + b12,d α2d + n1,d − b13,d

(
n3,d + ω2

1δ1d

)

+ b13,d φ′1(0)
(
b12,d ξ1d + J2t α2d + n2,d

)

τ2d = b12,d ξ1,d + J2t α2d + n2,d,

where the added subscriptd means that all dynamic model quantities are evaluated
along the nominal state trajectory.

Simulation results The FLEXARM is characterized by the following data:

J1 = 16.2 · 10−4 kg m2

`1 = 0.3 m
EI = 2.4507 N m2

mp = Jp = 0

m02 = 3.118 kg
J02 = 6.35 · 10−4 kg m2

`2 = 0.7 m
m2 = 1.853 kg
J2 = 0.1483 kg m2.

(40)

The resulting first eigenfrequency of the forearm isf1 = 3.7631 Hz (ω1 = 2πf1 =
23.6442 rad/s).

We have considered the following rest-to-rest motion task:

θ1i = θ2i = 0 θ1f = θ2f = 90◦ T = 2 s.

For each output component in eq. (35), an 11-th order polynomial, with zero sym-
metric boundary conditions on its derivatives up to the fifth one, has been selected
as desired trajectory. This guarantees also boundary continuity, att = 0 andt = T ,
of the rest-to-rest torques and of their first time derivative.

The results in Figs. 11–13 indicate a natural behavior, with bounded deformation
in the linearity domain and maximum torques within the actuators capabilities. In
particular, two interesting variables for the flexible forearm are the clamped joint
angleθc2 = θ2+φ′1(0)δ1, which is the angular position that can be directly measured
by an encoder at the joint, and the tip angleyt2 = θ2 + (φ1(`2)/`2)δ1, which is the
angle between a line pointing at the forearm tip and thex-axis of the pinned frame. In
the first half of the motion the clamped angle leads over the second output reference
trajectory and the tip lags behind, while the situation is reversed in the second half.
The maximum transversal displacement at the forearm tip is about 12 cm.
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Fig. 11.Motion of first link variableθ1 (left) and of the clamped joint angleθc2 (—) and tip
angleyt2 (- -) of the flexible forearm (right).
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Fig. 12.Evolution of the deformation variableδ1(t) of the forearm (left) and computed rest-
to-rest torquesτ1d (—) andτ2d (- -) (right).

An extension to the case of multiple modesThe above analysis shows that the
output (35) (or its natural generalization withy2 = θ2+

∑ne

i=1 ciδi) cannot be flat for
the FLEXARM, whenne ≥ 2 deformation modes are considered. This is because
one can eventually solve (at least locally) for the auxiliary inputα = (α1, α2) at
a differential order that is ‘too low’ for achieving linearization of thefull statevia
dynamic feedback. In fact, the existence of a flat output forne ≥ 2 modes is still an
open problem. Nevertheless, it is still possible to design a simple planning algorithm
that solves the rest-to-rest motion problem using the following arguments.

The starting point is again the partially feedback linearized model (34), with a
generic number ofne ≥ 2 flexible modes. For a desired reconfiguration of the robot
in a fixed timeT , one can split the task in two phases:

I. Move the first link (rigid variableθ1) to the goal position (withθ̇1 = 0) in
time T1 < T while keeping theθ2 variable at its initial rest value. This can
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Fig. 13.Stroboscopic view of the FLEXARM (withne = 1 deformation mode) for a rest-to-
rest motion ofT = 2 s.

be achieved, for instance, using a fifth-order polynomial for the acceleration
a1(t) and settinga2(t) = 0, for t ∈ [0, T1]. At the end of this first phase, the
deformation state of the forearm is denoted as(δI , δ̇I) 6= 0

II. In the second phase, of durationT2 = T − T1, we seta1(t) = 0. The dynamics
of the flexible robot (with the first link at rest) becomes linear,

θ̈2 = a2 δ̈ = −Kδδ + Φ′(0)J2t a2,

beingnδ = 0 andn2 = 0 for θ̇1 = 0. This is the dynamics of a one-link flexible
arm, so that the method in [11] can be applied for planning the remaining state-
to-rest reconfiguration that completes the task. In particular, this is obtained by
using a polynomial functionyII

2d(t) of sufficiently high order that interpolates
the proper boundary conditions, att = T1 andt = T , for the scalar output

y2 = θ2 +
ne∑

i=1

ciδi ci = − 1
J2tφ′i(0)

ne∏

j=1

j 6=i

ω2
j

ω2
j − ω2

i

,

which is in fact a flat output for the forearm subsystem.

Using the same data in (40) for the robot and taking into accountne = 3 flexible
modes, we have considered the following rest-to-rest motion task:

θ1i = θ2i = 0, θ1f = θ2f = 90◦, T = 5 s.

The switching time between the two phases isT1 = 3 s. In the obtained results of
Figs. 14–15, the two motion phases and the larger deformation occurring during the
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second phase are clearly shown. During phase II, the forearm overshoots and then
comes back to the desired position at the prescribed final time. Note that the second
torque in phase I keeps the rigid motion component of the second link at rest, while
the first torque in phase II keeps the first link at rest.
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Fig. 14.Variablesθ1 (—) andθ2 (- -) (left) and deformationsδi(t) of the forearm (right) for
a two-phase rest-to-rest motion withne = 3 flexible modes.
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Fig. 15.Computed rest-to-rest torquesτ1d (—) andτ2d (- -) (left) and stroboscopic view of
the FLEXARM (right) for a two-phase motion ofT = 5 s withne = 3 flexible modes.

4.2 A Planar Robot with Two Passive Joints

Robots with passive joints are purposely designed for saving the cost of actuating
each degree of freedom of the mechanical structure or are the result of the occurrence
of actuator total failures.
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For robots with just one active joint and one or more passive joints, planning
of a reconfiguration is in general still an open problem. Existing results are based
on the design of stabilizing nonlinear feedback control, thus achieving only an
asymptotic planning strategy for reaching the goal configuration (possibly, with
an exponential rate of convergence). Examples of this kind can be found in [15]
and [13], respectively, for a 2R and a PR robot with only the first (rotational or
prismatic) joint actuated.

When there are at least two actuated joints, more planning results are available.
A case study that obtained large attention is the planar 3R robot with the last passive
joint. The so-called center of percussion6 (CP) of the third (passive) link has been
used for solving rest-to-rest motion problems in [1] and in [16]. In particular, in [1]
the planning strategy consists of a sequence of translational and rotational (around
the CP point) motions of the third link, while [16] use the fact that the CP position is
a flat output for the system. Thanks to partial feedback linearization (see (15)), this
result applies whatever is the type of the first two actuated joints. More in general,
the CP position of the last link is a flat output for a planar robot withn links having
the firstn− 1 > 2 joints actuated and a last passive rotational joint [17,41] (with or
without gravity).

There are few planning results for robots with passive joints having degree
of underactuation larger than one (i.e., with at least two passive joints). The only
sufficiently general case that has been tackled so far is that of a planar robot with
n ≥ 4 links having the first two joints actuated and the remainingn − 2 passive
rotational joints. Under a special hinging assumption, namely that each link has the
following passive joint axis located at its center of percussion, it has been shown that
the CP position of the last link is a flat output for the system [34]. The sequential
planning algorithm of [1] has been extended in [45] to this case, while the flatness
approach has been detailed in [22]. We summarize here the results of [22] for the case
n = 4, characterizing also potential dynamic singularities that should be avoided at
the planning stage.

Dynamic model and partial feedback linearization We consider the XYRR robot
in Fig. 16, a planar structure in the horizontal plane having the two joints proximal
to the base can be any combination of prismatic or rotational actuated joints while
the two distal joints are passive rotational joints. The degree of underactuation is
thus equal to two. It is assumed that the fourth link is hinged exactly at the center
of percussion (CP3) of the third link, which is the same special condition used
in [34,45].

The dynamic model of the robot can be derived using the standard Lagrangian
formulation. With reference to Fig. 16, and in view of the use of (15) before attacking
the planning problem, we shall define the generalized coordinates asq = (qa, qu) =
(x, y, q3, q4), where(x, y) are the Cartesian coordinates of the base of the third link
while q3 andq4 are the absolute orientations of the last two links with respect to the

6 The center of percussion of a uniform link of lengthl rotating around one of its end is
located at a distance2l/3 from the axis of rotation.
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Fig. 16.A general underactuated XYRR robot.

x-axis. Denote byli anddi, respectively, the length of thei-th link and the distance
between thei-th joint axis and thei-th link center of mass. Moreover, the distance
between thei-th joint axis and the center of percussion CPi of thei-th link is

ki =
Ii + mid

2
i

midi

wheremi andIi are, respectively, the mass and the centroidal moment of inertia of
thei-th link. In particular, because of the special hinging condition, we havek3 = l3.

After partial feedback linearization, the robot dynamic equations take on the
form

ẍ = ax

ÿ = ay

l3q̈3 + λ34c34q̈4 = s3ax − c3ay − λ34s34q̇
2
4

l3c34q̈3 + k4q̈4 = s4ax − c4ay + l3s34q̇
2
3 ,

(41)

where we have set for compactnesssi = sin qi, ci = cos qi, sij = sin(qi − qj),
cij = cos(qi − qj) (i, j = 3, 4) andλ34 = m4l3d4/(m3d3 + m4l3). Note also that
the last two equations have been conveniently scaled here by constant factors.

Planning strategy In a rest-to-rest task, the robot with passive joints should be
moved from an initial configurationqi = (xi, yi, q3i, q4i) at time ti = 0 to a
final configurationqf = (xf , yf , q3f , q4f ) at time tf = T , with q̇(0) = q̇(T ) =
0. Starting from the equivalent model (41), we are thus looking for a vector of
acceleration input commandsa(t) = (ax(t), ay(t)), defined fort ∈ [0, T ], that
steers the robot to the goal.

In order to solve this problem, we use the known flatness property of system (41).
As mentioned above, the Cartesian position of CP4, the center of percussion of the
fourth link, is a two-dimensional flat output:

[
y1

y2

]
=

[
x + l3c3 + k4c4

y + l3s3 + k4s4

]
. (42)
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Following the dynamic linearization algorithm, we need to differentiate six times the
output (42) before we can solve (at least locally) for an auxiliary two-dimensional
input. In doing so, a dynamic extension by one integrator and an additional static
feedback transformation is performed at each step, starting from the second order
of differentiation (acceleration level). The dynamic extension on a single channel
avoids, as usual, subsequent differentiation of the relative input, whereas the feedback
transformation is needed here because the intermediate (2× 2) decoupling matrices
are singular but have all non-zero entries (see [22] for further details).

The algorithm produces a total addition of four integrators, with states denoted as
ξ1, . . . , ξ4. We obtain then a dynamic linearizing compensator of dimensionν = 4,
with state equations

ξ̇1 = ξ2

ξ̇2 = ξ3 + q̇2
4 ξ1

ξ̇3 = ξ4 + 2q̇2
4 ξ2 − µ t34 q̇4 ξ1

ξ̇4 = u1 + φ q̇4 − ψ(q̇3 − q̇4)q̇4

(43)

and output equation
[

ax

ay

]
= R(q3)




1
c34

(
k4 − λ34 c34

k4 − λ34
ξ1 + k4 q̇2

4

)
+ l3 q̇2

3

u2


 , (44)

whereR(q3) is a planar rotation matrix and we have set

t34 =
s34

c34
µ =

ξ1

k4 − λ34
+ q̇2

4

ψ =
µξ1

c2
34

φ = 2q̇3
4 ξ1 − 3t34 µ ξ2 + 3q̇4 ξ3 − t34 ξ1 µ̇.

The signalsu1 andu2 are obtained by inverting, at the last step of the algorithm,
the expressions of the sixth-order output derivatives in terms of an auxiliary input
v = (v1, v2):

u1 = c4v1 + s4v2

u2 =
l3
ψ

(
c4v2 − s4v1 − q̇4 ξ4 + (q̇3 − q̇4)ψ̇ − φ̇ + ψδ

)
,

(45)

where

δ = t34

(
l3 + λ34 c34

l3(k4 − λ34)
ξ1 + q̇2

4

)
.

Under the action of the dynamic compensator (43), (45), the robot system has been
made equivalent to the linear and controllable form

[
y
[6]
1

y
[6]
2

]
=

[
v1

v2

]
, (46)
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Fig. 17. Stroboscopic motion of the last two links (left) and of the whole 4R underactuated
robot (right).

i.e., two decoupled chains of six integrators each. The total number of output deriva-
tives (6 + 6 = 12) equals the dimension2n + ν of the extended state space. The
linearizing algorithm defines also, in the intermediate steps, a transformation between
the robot and compensator states(q, q̇, ξ) ∈ IR12 and(y1, y2, ẏ1, ẏ2, . . . , y

[5]
1 , y

[5]
2 ) ∈

IR12. This transformation or, equivalently, the dynamic compensator (43), (45) in-
clude however some singularities.

Rest-to-rest trajectory generation Planning a feasible trajectory on the equivalent
representation (46) is a smooth interpolation problem for the flat output(y1, y2), the
position of the center of percussion of the fourth link, with appropriate boundary
conditions on the output derivatives up to the fifth order.

The above planning procedure is valid only if the following regularity conditions
(compare with the denominators in (43) and (45)) are satisfied throughout the motion:

c34 6= 0 and ψ 6= 0.

These conditions can be given an interesting physical interpretation. In particular,
c34 6= 0 means that the third and fourth link should never become orthogonal, while
ψ 6= 0 holds as long asξ1, the acceleration of the CP4 pointalong the fourth link axis,
does not vanish during motion. Besides, sinceξ2

1 = ÿ2
1 + ÿ2

2 , this regularity condition
can be checked directly from the planned trajectory for the linearizing outputs. In
order to avoid both types of dynamic singularities, the boundary conditions for the
compensator state (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4) should be suitably selected at the planning stage.

Simulation results We have considered a 4R underactuated robot with the following
(purely kinematic) data for the last two links:l3 = k3 = 1 m, l4 = 1 m,k4 = 2/3 m,
andλ34 = 1/3 m. The first two links have lengthl1 = 3.5 m andl1 = 2.5 m. The
rest-to-rest motion task is defined by

qi = (xi, yi, q3i, q4i) = (1, 1, 0, π/8) [m,m,rad,rad],
qf = (xf , yf , q3f , q4f ) = (1, 2, 0, π/4) [m,m,rad,rad],
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Fig. 18. Evolution of the auxiliary inputsv1, v2 (left) and of the acceleration inputsax, ay

(right).

with motion timeT = 10 s. For each output component in (42), an 11-th order
polynomial trajectory has been chosen. The boundary conditions of the associated
interpolation problem are evaluated using the initial/final robot state and the ini-
tial/final dynamic compensator state. This second set has been chosen symmetrically
as

(ξ1i, ξ2i, ξ3i, ξ4i) = (ξ1f , ξ2f , ξ3f , ξ4f ) = (0.1, 0, 0, 0) [m/s2,m/s3,m/s4,m/s5].

The stroboscopic motion of the last two links and of the whole 4R robot are shown in
Fig. 17 (the third and fourth link are represented only until their center of percussion).
The two last links undergo a counterclockwise rotation of360◦, while the first two
links never cross a stretched or folded kinematic singularity. The evolution of the
auxiliary inputv = (v1, v2) (namely, the sixth-order time derivatives of the planned
output trajectory) and the robot acceleration inputa = (ax, ay) are shown in Fig. 18.
Although dynamic singularities are avoided, the acceleration inputs undergo a sudden
amplification whenξ1 drops close to zero (its minimum positive value is about 0.05
just aftert = 8 s).

5 Conclusion

In this chapter, two general robotic planning problems have been considered:(i)
planning a transfer motion between two given configurations for kinematic sys-
tems subject to first-order nonholonomic constraints, and(ii) planning a rest-to-rest
trajectory between two given equilibrium states for dynamic systems subject to
second-order nonholonomic constraints.

We have presented planning strategies that rely on two general nonlinear con-
trol tools: iterative steering (using nilpotent approximations) and dynamic feedback
linearization (or flatness). These solution approaches have been illustrated on non-
standard case studies, including two non-flat kinematic systems (the plate-ball ma-
nipulation system and the two-trailer mobile robot with non-zero hooking) and two
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flat dynamic systems (a two-link robot with flexible forearm and a planar underac-
tuated robot with two passive joints).

The proposed methods provide some further benefits from the control point of
view. Iterative steering has intrinsic properties of robustness against perturbations.
We have shown here that error contraction along the iterations can be enforced also
in the presence of uncertainty in the system parameters. The same is clearly true
when an exact planner is known for the nominal case (e.g., for a flat or chained-form
transformable system), but its iterative application is needed in order to robustify
the planner with respect to perturbations (see [40]). Dynamic feedback linearization
leads instead to a straightforward (linear) design of a trajectory tracking controller,
with global exponential convergence to the planned trajectory when starting with an
initial state error (see [17,22]).

From the application point of view, the presented case studies suggest several
extensions that need further research. One example is the inclusion of obstacles in a
kinematic setting (the completemotion planningproblem). Noticeably, an advantage
of iterative steering is the possibility of shaping the system trajectory during the
generic iteration through the choice of an (overparametrized) open-loop command
that allows collision avoidance. As for dynamic underactuated robots, the planning
problem for systems with degree of underactuation greater than one is still open in
general. We have presented a possible two-stage solution for the two-link flexible
robot having multiple deformation modes (equal to the degree of underactuation) in
its forearm. Indeed, the search for a flat output (if one exists) is a challenging issue
in this case, as well as in more general instances of robots with multiple flexible
links. Similarly, the removal of the special hinging hypothesis for planar robots with
two or more passive joints is of interest. Furthermore, non-planar case studies of
underactuated robots are absent in the literature.

Various control theoretical aspects that deserve deeper analysis arise in connec-
tion with the presented planning methods for nonholonomically constrained robotic
systems: the handling of singularities in the dynamic feedback linearization ap-
proach, the use of global non-homogenous nilpotent system approximations, and
technical advances in the nilpotent approximation of systems with drift (see [15] for
some preliminary results).
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